
Are your descenders causing confusion?
By now you will be familiar with the techniques of letter patterns and appropriate words to help correct the
common faults. Perhaps it is time to think a bit more about what these different examples are suggesting about
the writer. The first line of examples illustrates how abrupt descenders are confusing but do not suggest a
serious problem. They might be the result of a misinterpreted italic or other model which leaves a writer with
jagged joining strokes. It was easy to show this boy how a more relaxed join resulted in a happier script. He was
delighted.

The next three are quite different. These exuberant and exaggerated descenders may be the pride and joy of the
writer. It may not be easy to persuade them to change. Depending on what, if any, other problems they might
have in school, it might be better to ignore the descenders and hope the writers grow out of them.

The bottom three examples are more worrying. Each of these writers has unhappy writing. They all loop the
ascender at the end of a word which, allied to their ugly descenders, makes their writing even worse. Tenseness
is distorting all their script, but in different ways. You will be able to do little until you can get them to relax.
Then you could sort out the descenders – or with luck they might improve by themselves as body and hand
relax. You will be left only to praise the result and then suggest leaving the last letter unlooped. In circumstances
like these praise can have a miraculous effect.
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Are your descenders causing confusion?

These descenders join but don't loop. This ‘g’ looks more like a ‘q’. Loops sort out the confusion.

Descenders can get out of hand. These flourishes just look fussy. Larger flourishes get in a tangle.

These are tense, cramped descenders. Try to relax. These descenders are too short to loop happily. These final letters would be better unlooped.




